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ABSTRACT
We address the role of a user in Contextual Named Entity Retrieval
(CNER), showing (1) that user identication of important context-
bearing terms is superior to automated approaches, and (2) that
further gains are possible if the user indicates the relative impor-
tance of those terms. CNER is similar in spirit to List estion
answering and Entity disambiguation. However, the main focus of
CNER is to obtain user feedback for constructing a prole for a class
of entities on the y and use that to retrieve entities from free text.
Given a sentence, and an entity selected from that sentence, CNER
aims to retrieve sentences that have entities similar to query entity.
is paper explores obtaining term relevance feedback and impor-
tance weighting from humans in order to improve a CNER system.
We report our ndings based on the eorts of IR researchers as well
as crowdsourced workers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Entity list retrieval is an important and well motivated problem that
has been addressed for more than a decade by the IR community
[1, 3–5, 13]. is problem assumes that a user has a well-dened
information need that can be expressed using a set of keywords for
submiing to an entity ranking system. Some variations allow the
user to provide an example entity along with its textual description.
e ranking system then returns a list of entities ordered by their
relevance to the example entity as well as the user description.
We consider a scenario for list entity retrieval where the entity
need is formed on-the-y, for example, when a user nds an inter-
esting entity in a text excerpt. Small touch-screen devices make
this situation more likely as at any time a user can only view a
small part of a document, perhaps a sentence or a paragraph. at
focused region with an entity of user interest provides contextual
clues for a system that would tackle the problem of nding related
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entities given the example entity. Part of the challenge is that not
every token in this short contextual window is important and some
of them might hurt the system’s performance by driving the entity
retrieval system in the wrong direction.
As an example, consider a user who reads a document and comes
across the sentence: Carolyn and her twin sisters, Lauren and Lisa,
were raised by their mother Ann Freeman, a teacher and administra-
tor in the New York public schools, and their stepfather, orthopedic
surgeon Richard Freeman. 1 Assume that the user wants to know the
name of all the familymembers of Carolyn Bessee, and she pointed
out Ann Freeman as an example of the target entity class. e con-
text terms related to family members in the given sentence are
sisters,mother, and stepfather, and the terms from the entities
of interest are Lauren, Lisa, Ann, Freeman, and Richard. Other
terms – such as teacher or surgeon – might direct the search in a
completely dierent direction; that is, away from family members
by focusing on professions rather than family relationships.
is work addresses the above problem, and proposes context
term selection using two approaches: (1) top-k keyword extraction
from a sentence based on keyword and example entity similarity,
and (2) weighted term relevance feedback (TRF) from users. We
focus on the laer and use the former automated process as a
baseline as we explore the following research questions:
RQ1. Does a user’s term-level relevance feedback provide improved
results for the CNER task in comparison to fully automated baselines?
RQ2. Is the user feedback more eective for CNER if the user can
indicate which of the terms is more important?
Given a starting sentence and an identied entity, the output of
CNER is a ranked list of sentences that are most likely to contain
an instance of the desired entity class (as inferred from the query
sentence). We impose a novelty requirement, also, such that a
sentence is only relevant if it includes at least one relevant entity
that has not already been seen in the ranked list.
We show that user feedback provides a 10.7% improvement in
mAP over strong baselines and that there is an improvement of
14.9% if the user can provide weights on the selected terms.
2 RELATEDWORK
CNER is broadly similar to tasks such as List QA, Entity Ranking,
and list completion [1, 3–5, 13]. All of these tasks rely heavily upon
external sources of information like Knowledge Bases (KB) to locate
an entity of interest and then retrieve similar types of entities based
on the contextual evidence present in a question or search query.
CNER diers from these tasks as it is focused on entities that are
1Sentence taken from TREC List QA collection that we have used as dataset.
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not popular enough to be found in a KB, requiring techniques based
solely on the original source text. Moreover, typical solutions to
the broad set of tasks do not allow for user interactivity, a specic
goal for CNER.
ere have been numerous aempts to use term feedback to
improve retrieval tasks, but it can be quite a challenge to do so. Even
though users desire to provide and control the set of terms for query
expansion, in most cases it does not lead to beer performance
[8, 10, 11]. Kelly et al. showed that if a sentence is provided as
an example use of an expansion term, users can slightly improve
the precision of the retrieval system in comparison with a strong
Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) baseline [7]. Studies suggest that
even if the improvement is not great, the availability of interactive
TRF is considered a positive aspect of a system by users [2, 10].
We are inspired from the application of TRF on ad-hoc IR, and
incorporated it as a context renement technique for CNER.
Our problem is closely related to entity disambiguation that
primarily aims to link an entity to a KB given a document about
that entity [12]. Entity disambiguation has a dierent goal and
we also assume that knowledge about a target entity might not
be available in a structured form. Nevertheless, our challenge of
nding related sentences could be useful for entity disambiguation.
3 METHODOLOGY
We discuss our method of obtaining term relevance feedback from
a user for formulating a CNER query, and how we use those terms
to obtain a beer representation of the query.
3.1 Term Relevance Feedback Acquisition
3.1.1 Collection. We use a pool of queries from the TREC 2005
and 2006 List estion Answering (QA) datasets, where relevant
entities relevant to each of the list questions are annotated by TREC
assessors in several relevant documents. We combine those docu-
ments as well as other non-relevant documents from the dataset and
break them into sentences. For each list question we then select a
sentence that contains at least one entity relevant for that question.
e selected sentence and entity becomes a CNER query seeking
to nd the remaining sentences that contain other relevant enti-
ties. Figure 1 shows two sample list questions and corresponding
sentences that we selected from our dataset.
We selected 20 queries for which there are nine relevant entities
(excluding the query entity) on an average and all sentences that
contain those entities. We created two subsets of ten sentence
queries and an interface that presents 10 queries to the user one
by one (randomized for each user). e interface allows the user
to select terms for each query-sentence pair (as described below).
We chose 10 queries for a single session because we measured that
on an average it takes around 12 minutes for a user to annotate 10
queries. We did this to ensure that users would not be overwhelmed
by the length of the task, inspired by the 15 minute aention span
limit oen cited in education [14].
3.1.2 Interface for ery Generation. Each user was asked to
look at a sentence containing an entity and then select the words
within that sentence that seemed most likely to be useful as query
words if someone wanted to nd other examples of entities of the
“Who testied in defense of Susan McDougal?”
→ “Susan McDougal ’s lawyer says she plans to aend
the opening of Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr’s
latest case, the trial of a Virginia woman who provided
helpful testimony for Mrs. McDougal a month ago.”
“Programs sponsored by the Lions Club [International]”
→ “Lions Club International, the world’s largest service
club organization, plans to help more cataract suerers in
China as an example of blindness prevention for the rest
of the world, according to Tam Wing Kun, chairman of
the Sight First China Action (SFCA) project.”
Figure 1: Example of Listestion, and a corresponding sen-
tence for annotation are presented below.
Figure 2: Interface for Obtaining Contextual Keywords
same type. e user was also asked to indicate relative importance
of words by selecting the best words more oen.
Figure 2 shows a screen-shot of the interface that we used to
obtain this term relevance feedback. e interface does not return
any search result, but it facilitates users’ providing terms and their
importance by double-clicking them. In the Figure, clicked words
are shown in small grey boxes. More important words were clicked
more oen and appear multiple times. Aer the annotation process
we processed the collected queries and all the baselines oine.
3.1.3 Subjects. We collected context word annotations for 20
queries. For each query we took annotation from six Mechanical
Turk users from the United States and three lab researchers familiar
with Information Retrieval and thus likely to be beer at selecting
terms and judging their relative importance.
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3.2 Retrieval Method
Vocabulary mismatch is a problem that particularly aects short-
text retrieval and semantic features are an eective way to alleviate
this problem. Our retrieval task also demands the use of semantic
similarity because we do not seek to nd entities that appear exactly
as described in the query sentence. We combine the eectiveness
of both syntactic and semantic matching for computing sentence
similarity. We use BM25 for keyword matching and Sentence Em-
bedding (SE) [15] to compute semantic similarity. We assume that
word matching is more important for the user selected words and
semantic similarity is important for matching similar entities, and
combine the benets of both to create an eective model.
We capture semantic level matching between a sentence pair
to retrieve and score the top k sentences against the query sen-
tence. We use the average of word embedding to obtain sentence
embedding for the query and candidate sentences. Word embed-
ding methods learn a low-dimensional vector representation of
words from a large, unstructured text corpus; we use the skip-gram
model proposed by Mikolov et al. [9] to generate representations
for words. Finally, we use cosine similarity to compute similarity
between a query and a candidate sentence. Our approach is inspired
by Wieting et al. [15], who showed that a simple averaging over
the embedding of the words in a sentence provides an eective rep-
resentation for that sentence and that representation is particularly
helpful for sentence similarity task.
For all our ranking techniques, we use the Stanford Named Entity
Recognizer [6] to reject candidate sentences that do not contain
entities of the appropriate type. While this may introduce false-
negatives, it greatly increases precision of our system, and allows
our other techniques to focus on ranking and increasing recall.
3.3 ery Expansion (QE)
In order to obtain a broader and generalized representation of query
sentence, we use Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) for query expan-
sion at the sentence level. We use BM25 to retrieve PRF sentences
given the query sentence and compute the average over the embed-
ding of those sentences to obtain a more robust representation of
the query.
3.4 PRF with User Feedback
We make use of the context words selected by user for nding PRF
sentences with BM25 technique. We expect that a keyword-based
search technique would nd sentences focusing on user selected
terms. Suppose, our original query sentence Qo contains a list of n
terms, and user u has constructed a list, CW from Qo , of k words,
where each word appears there one or more times. Now, in order to
get an expanded query Qe , we simply concatenate all the terms in
CW with Qo . e goal of this process is to assign term importance
in a query by repeating the term multiple times. Even though it
is not a sophisticated method of incorporating user-provided term
weights, it works well in practice. We search the sentence corpus
withQe and use the top k retrieved sentences, Stopk for obtaining a
beer representation forQo . Finally, we compute the average of the
sentence embeddings from the sentences in setQf = {Qo ∪ Stopk},
perform SE based search using Qf and re-rank them using the
method described in 3.2.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Evaluation Metrics and Relevance
We use novelty versions of recall and precision, standard measures
modied so that only the rst instance of a target entity is consid-
ered relevant. We use recall@k to measure the number of relevant
(and unique) entities observed in the top k sentences and we use
precision@k to measure the proportion of sentences in the top
k that contain relevant (and unique) entities. We stress that the
relevance of a sentence is determined by two properties: containing
a relevant entity and being unique in the ranked list so far. We also
report MAP@1000 and recall@1000, measures that are important
because when we want to perform two-stage retrieval and ranking,
retrieving most of the entities in the top 1000 sentences becomes
crucial.
4.2 Baseline Methods
We compare the eectiveness of user feedback against three non-
interactive baselines.
• SE is the Sentence Embedding (SE) based search described in
Section 3.2 that assumes no information regarding term impor-
tance.
• SE + PRF is similar to the approach described in Section 3.4 that
uses BM25 to retrieve the top k sentences using the sentence
query and then combines those to obtain an expanded query that
is used with SE.
• SE + PRF + CW + Sim (Entity, Token) is similar to the process
of integrating user-selected context words into the query as
mentioned in Section 3.4. However, the process of obtaining
context word is not based on any human input. We use this
baseline to check how beer human input is compared to an
automatic process that can generate context words. is method
computes the similarity of each word in the query sentence with
the query entity. en it uses the ve most similar words for
performing PRF. Similarity between a word and query entity is
computed using the similarity of their embedding. An entity
embedding is constructed by the average of the embedding of
the words in it.
4.3 Result Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the average performance of term relevance
feedback for CNER across the queries that have been annotated by
lab and Mechanical Turk participants. Across all forms of feedback,
the lab participants created more eective queries than the crowd-
source workers: this is reasonable as the lab participants are likely
to be more expert searchers.
Overall, term feedback was helpful (10.7% improvement in mAP),
and weighted term feedback was even more helpful (14.9% improve-
ment in mAP). e means that our two research questions are both
answered positively: user feedback provides improved results for
CNER, and allowing users to specify an ordering or weighting on
terms is helpful.
In addition, we analyze the impact of adding fewer keywords (and
therefore minimizing user involvement). For each of the queries, we
selected the top-k = 1 . . . 5 terms based on the weights provided by
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Table 1: Average performance of various methods. Measures are listed in the rst row, with high-precision measures listed rst. mAP
and R are cut-o at depth 1000. e rst section of the table presents baselines, then weighted feedback and nally unweighted feedback.
e percentage improvement is shown over the Sentence Embedding (SE) baseline.
R@5 R@10 P@5 P@10 mAP R Method Source of Context Words Weighted?
0.145 0.234 0.180 0.180 0.188 0.891 SE None No
0.123 0.183 0.160 0.130 0.153 0.884 SE + PRF None No
0.147 0.177 0.200 0.150 0.162 0.865 SE + PRF + CW Sim (Entity, Word) No
0.183
(+26.3%)
0.244
(+4.3%)
0.231
(+28.4%)
0.184
(+2.3%)
0.216
(+14.9%)
0.910
(+2.2%) SE + PRF + CW Mturk + Lab Participants Yes
0.204
(+40.7%)
0.267
(+14.2%)
0.237
(31.7%)
0.196
(+8.9%)
0.232
(+23.5%)
0.921
(+3.4%) SE + PRF + CW Lab Participants Yes
0.171
(+18%)
0.229
(-2.2%)
0.222
(+23.4%)
0.176
(-2.3%)
0.205
(+9.1%)
0.900
(+1.1%) SE + PRF + CW Mturk Participants Yes
0.175
(+20.7%)
0.234
(+0.0 %)
0.226
(+25.6%)
0.179
(-0.6%)
0.208
(+10.7%)
0.907
(+1.1%) SE + PRF + CW Mturk + Lab Participants No
0.186
(+28.3%)
0.255
(+9.0%)
0.234
(+30%)
0.194
(+7.8%)
0.220
(+17.1%)
0.920
(+3.3%) SE + PRF + CW Lab Participants No
0.166
(+14.5%)
0.219
(-6.5%)
0.217
(+20.6%)
0.168
(-6.7%)
0.199
(+5.9%)
0.897
(+0.7 %) SE + PRF + CW Mturk Participants No
Figure 3: Performance Sensitivity with Keywords Addition
the users, added them to the original query (with weights). Perfor-
mance is presented in Figure 3 in terms of Precision@5, Recall@5
and mAP@1000. Although there is some noise, particularly in the
recall of the solution, it is clear that a handful of keywords can be
eective (although it does depend on the user and the quality of
the terms selected), but more terms do appear to be beer.
5 CONCLUSION
We adopt a term relevance feedback technique for list query con-
struction from a sentence and show its eectiveness in entity re-
trieval. We started this work with two research questions and
answered them both armatively. We showed that (RQ1) users
can select beer query terms than automatic methods, and that
(RQ2) it is helpful for the user to identify which terms are best.
Our interface for collecting this information was rudimentary and
we did not explore alternatives for this study. Future work will
look at how an interface can best support a user in providing that
information.
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